
BMS1042 Exam Notes- Worded Content 

Foundations of Public Health  

 

Aims of public health  

1. Improve health of whole population 

2. Reduce health inequalities in population 

3. Step beyond individual-level focus of mainstream medicine  

 

Epidemiology- study of distribution & determinant of health & disease in populations + application to control health problems  

 

Historical figures 

People Information  

John snow  ➢ Father of epidemiology  

➢ Mode of cholera transmission- local water pump on Broad St.  

➢ Chloroform to Queen Victoria during childbirth  

John Graunt  ➢ Noted features of birth & death data  

➢ Provided numerical account of impact of the plague in London  

➢ Made first attempts to estimate size of the population  

➢ Summarised health of population in terms of chance of surviving to particular age  

Pierre Charles-Alexandre Louis Studied treatment effectiveness- bloodletting didn’t aid recovery 

William Farr Studied mortality levels in different occupations & institutions- married vs. single people  

Joseph Goldberger ➢ Showed pellagra wasn’t infectious but of dietary origin 

➢ Valued non-experimental epidemiology in discovery of disease origin 

Laureate Barry Marshal &  

Robin Warren 

Discovered Helicobacter pylori plays role in causing peptic ulcers not stress & spicy food- 

Nobel Prize for discovery  

 

Causation 

- Component cause- factor that contributes towards disease causation BUT not sufficient on its own 

- Sufficient cause- presence of factor (or combination of factors) will inevitably produce the disease 

- Necessary cause- agent/component cause required for disease to develop 

- Methods of determining causation  

o Induction- observation/learning from own experience 

o Deduction- abstract reasoning about how the world works  

- Association vs. Causation→ association DOESN’T imply cause & effect 

o Association- relationship between an exposure & outcome  

 

Bradford Hill’s criteria- criteria for causality in health care- when assessing if association is causal  

- Temporality- exposure occurs before disease  

[Note: the only ABSOLUTE REQUIREMENT]  

- Strength of association- stronger the association is, the less likely it is due to solely bias or confounding 

- Consistency- many studies of different types or in different populations give the same finding 

- Dose-response- change volume of exposure= change outcome 



o Often a function of level & duration of exposure 

o Threshold effect- exposure above certain level will lead to disease, e.g. infectious diseases  

- Plausibility- consistent with other knowledge- likely biological mechanism explaining  

- Reversibility- remove exposure= change outcome (reverse symptoms of disease)  

- Extra criteria from textbook  

o Specificity- association is limited to specific outcome means more likely to be causal  

o Coherence- cause-and-effect interpretation should not conflict with known facts  

 

Risk factors- attribute or exposure that increases likelihood of developing a disease  

Factor Examples 

Pre-disposing  Age, sex 

Enabling (disabling)  Low income, poor nutrition 

Precipitating Exposure to disease agent 

Reinforcing Repeated exposure dose  

 

Types of sampling 

Type of sampling  Explanation  

Probability Everyone has equal chance of selection 

Simple random  Everyone in population has equal chance of being chosen  

Stratified Population is broken into sections & each person in section has equal chance of being chosen 

Systematic Every Nth person is chosen- used for convenience 

Cluster Choosing a group of people in one area 

Non-probability Everyone does NOT have equal chance of selection 

Convenience Most available individuals are chosen 

Snowball Find person & ask them for references 

Quota Sample has same proportion of characteristics as population- use when study looks at trait of subgroup 

Purposive  Researcher relies on own judgement when choosing sample  

 

Variables 

- Variable- observation that can differ in value from person to person- can be predicted, e.g. age, height 

- Random variable- variable that arises due to change- can’t be predicted, e.g. blood sugar level  

- Observation- information from patient or experiment- single or multiple pieces of information  

- Types of variables  

Type of variable  Explanation Example 

Categorical Qualitative  

Ordinal Observations can be ordered/ranked according to some criteria Pain on sale of 1-10  

Nominal Observations classified into separate categories- no logical ranking Gender 

Binary Nominal data with only 2 categories Smoking status (YES/NO) 

Numerical Quantitative  

Discrete  Values clearly separated from each other or only take whole numbers No. visits to the GP 

Continuous  Fraction/decimal values, infinite possibility of values  Blood alcohol level  



- Data transformation- only numerical data can be transformed into categorical data  

o E.g. Height as 150-180cm (numerical, continuous)→ intervals of 9cm (categorical, ordinal)  

 

Describing the Health of Your Population 

Choosing a graph  

Visualisation  Explanation Graphs Example  

Relationship Shows connection/correlation between 2 variables  Scatter graph Death rate from lung cancer 

by no. cigarettes per day 

Distribution Shows collection of related or unrelated data 

points- used to see how quantitative values are 

distributed along an axis  

Column or line histogram, 

scatter graph 

Blood pressure of individuals 

in different age groups 

Comparison Sets 2 variables apart from each other to identify 

interactions or trends  

Bar graph, column graph, line 

graph  

Comparing 2 agents for 

treatment of type II diabetes  

Composition  Collates different information within a data set & 

displays them together  

Pie chart, stacked column 

graph, stacked area graph  

Search terms used by 

individuals to find websites  

 

Types of graphs  

Graph Explanation Used to Features 

Pie chart Angle at centre is 

proportional to relative 

frequency of category 

➢ Summarise data 

➢ Categorical, composition data 

➢ Visual presentation of small 

table 

➢ Independent/ mutually exclusive 

categories  

➢ Categorical: nominal or ordinal  

➢ <6 categories  

➢ Sectors arranged clockwise by magnitude 

(largest→smallest) 

Bar graph Bar height is proportional to 

% or no. patients in the 

category  

➢ Summarise data 

➢ Categorical composition & 

comparative data 

➢ Visual presentation of frequency 

table  

➢ Mutually exclusive categories- bars 

separate from each other 

➢ Categorical: nominal or ordinal  

➢ X-axis is categorical or discrete 

➢ Discrete (non-continuous) data sets  

➢ % for each category in descending order  

➢ Larger no. categories than pie chart 

Histogram Blocks are proportional in 

area to the frequency in 

each group  

➢ Summarise data  

➢ Numerical data  

➢ Help visualise & interpret 

distribution of data set 

➢ Numerical, continuous ONLY 

➢ Variable on x-axis is continuous 

➢ Independent observations or data points 

➢ Bars are joined  

Box plot  Provides summary statistics: 

minimum & maximums, Q1 

(25%), Q2 (50%), Q3 (75%) 

 

➢ Present & compare 2 different 

data sets in parallel box plots: 

median, IQR, outliers, skewness 

➢ Identify outliers  

➢ Numerical: discrete or continuous  

Scatterplot Scatter plots exhibit a series 

of data points  

➢ Summarise data 

➢ Display distribution of data 

➢ Quantifiable (quantitative) X & Y variables  

➢ X-variable is numerical or categorical  



➢ Show relationship between 2 

data sets 

➢ Y-variable is continuous  

➢ Each data point is INdependent on others  

- Shapes of a histogram  

Negative/left skewed  Normal Positive/right skewed 

Asymmetric Symmetric Asymmetric 

Mean < median < mode Mean = median = mode Mean > median > mode 

Median & IQR Mean & SD Median & IQR  

o Bimodal→ 2 separate peaks- usually indicates 2 distinct groups within data  

- Shapes of a box plot  

o Symmetrical→ distribution with quartiles, upper & lower whiskers of similar lengths 

o Asymmetrical positive (right) skewed→ con. of observations in low end of scale (right whisker longer than left whisker)  

o Asymmetrical negative (left) skewed→ con. of observations in high end of sale (left whisker longer than right whisker)  

- Features of a box plot  

o Length of lower whisker (1.5 box lengths) = Q1 + 1.5 X IQR 

o Length of upper whisker (1.5 box lengths) = Q3 + 1.5 X IQR  

o Outliers- observations outside 1.5 box lengths from lower & upper whiskers  

o Extreme values- observations outside 3 box lengths from the lower & upper 

whiskers  

 

Types of graphs for types of data  

Categorical Numerical 

Ordinal Nominal Discrete Continuous 

Bar chart, pie chart Box-plot, scatter plot Box-plot, scatter plot, 

histogram 

 

Requirements of a good graph  

- It can stand alone 

- Detailed figure title 

- Labelled axes 

- Labelled coloured legend (if applicable) 

 

Why are graphs important in research? 

- Most convenient way of describing data & helps illustrate important aspects of a data set 

- Simple, clear, concise information 

- Easy to understand & interpret  

- Good for comparisons, identifying relationships, describing distributions, visualising compositions  

 

Research in Preventive Medicine 

Epidemiological terms  

Determinants of health- causes of the causes Health related states & events 

Exposure Outcome 



Treatment Disease 

X-axis Y-axis 

E.g. diet, nutrition, phone use, smoking E.g. stroke, heart attack, diabetes, MI 

 

Types of epidemiology  

- Descriptive- hypothesis generating- person, place, time 

- Analytical- hypothesis testing- study design, methods  

 

Qualities of exposure variable & disease that make them worthwhile to investigate 

Exposure variable Disease 

➢ Have impact on health 

➢ Measureable 

➢ Differentiate populations 

➢ Generate a testable hypothesis  

➢ Help to prevent or control disease 

➢ No. individual it affects 

➢ Types of populations it affects 

➢ Its causal pathway or risks  

 

Epidemiology & causation 

- Epidemiology does NOT determine cause of disease 

- It determines relationship/association between exposure & disease frequency in populations  

- Causation is inferred based on associations & other factors  

 

Issues to consider  

- Etiology (cause) of chronic disease is often difficult to determine  

- Many exposures cause >1 outcome & outcomes may be due to multiple or continual exposure 

- Causes can differ by individuals  

 

Measurement errors  

- Bias- systematic error or deviation from truth in results of inferences- incorrect estimate of association  

o Occurs when study is affected by factors other than those considered- repeating study won’t help 

o Due to: incorrect measurements taken or measurements taken from non-representative sample 

o Covariants- other variables that influence relationship between exposure & outcome- confounders 

o Misleads us to thinking something is occurring when these effects are caused by something else 

 

Type of bias Explanation Minimisation  

Selection/ 

allocation 

When sampling techniques give a non-representative 

sample 

➢ RCT susceptible if randomisation process is 

inadequate  

➢ Important source is inadequate allocation 

concealment 

➢ Randomisation- random allocation  

➢ Concealment- investigators choosing 

participants are unaware of next study 

assignment  



Performance Occurs during study if there are systematic differences in 

behaviour of experimenter provided to the groups  

➢ Single blinding  

➢ Double blinding 

➢ Triple blinding (staff also blinded)  

[Note: particularly important with subjective 

outcome measures]  

Attrition Losses to follow up or dropouts are systematically 

different between comparison groups  

➢ Incomplete data weakens internal validity thereby 

external validity- can’t generalise conclusions 

➢ <5% attrition leads to a little bias 

➢ >20% attrition threatens validity  

➢ Intention to treat analysis (ITT)- analyse all 

participants even if they don’t complete 

study- avoids crossover & dropout effects  

➢ Create project identity 

➢ Good communication  

➢ Keep follow-up interviews brief 

➢ Accessibility to clinics 

➢ Offer incentives  

➢ Remind participants of appointments  

➢ Tracking system with detailed contact info.   

Detection May occur if outcome assessment systematically differs 

between comparison groups- i.e. when following up about 

participant experiences 

➢ E.g. “surprising, I thought would be less pain”  

Blinded outcome assessment- blinding assessors  

[Note: doesn’t always work- examiner may be 

familiar with symptom profile of medication]  

Recall/ 

responder 

Type of measurement/information bias- systematic error 

when participants don’t remember previous events or 

omit some detail  

➢ Can occur in studies with self-reporting  

➢ Common in case-control & retrospective cohort 

All before study is completed  

➢ Define research question carefully 

➢ Devise high-quality questionnaires 

➢ Highly trained research staff with good 

interview training  

➢ Choose & implement appropriate data 

collection methods  

Measurement  Systematic error in measurement of information/ 

outcome. i.e. method of measurement gives consistently 

wrong results 

➢ Part of category including researcher & observer bias 

➢ Observer bias- when researcher is aware of 

participant’s disease/exposure status  

➢ Most frequent when key information is measured, 

collected or interpreted incorrectly 

➢ Misclassification 

➢ E.g. different methods used to collect information 

from 2 groups 

➢ Standardise research protocols 

➢ Obtain information from multiple sources 

➢ Blind researcher & staff to participant’s 

status 

➢ Training of interviewers  

o Methods of dealing with attrition (missing data): baseline values, last outcome measured carried forward, sensitivity 

analysis, mixed models, worst & best-case scenarios 

o Misclassification- from incomplete medical records, recording errors, misinterpretation of records, errors in 

questionnaire 



▪ Non-differential- correct information, but errors are the same across 2 groups→ results in the groups being more 

alike- underestimates strength of association between exposure & disease 

▪ Differential- information errors differ between 2 groups→ results in increase/decrease in perceived association 

between exposure & outcome  

o Sources of bias: influenced by funders, inappropriate co-intervention, contamination of results, selection reporting of 

subgroups, baseline imbalance in important factors  

- Imprecision: random error- due to chance alone  

 

Types of errors in epidemiological studies 

- Systematic (bias): selection bias, measurement bias, recall bias 

- Random (imprecision): individual biological variation, sampling error, measurement error  

 

Confounding- when non-causal association is observed due to the influence of a 3rd variable  

- Types of confounding 

o Negative- when confounding variable biases towards null hypothesis 

o Positive- when confounding variable biases away from null hypothesis  

- Effect: can lead to inaccurate findings by masking true effect of primary risk factors on outcome- we can’t assess whether 

the exposure in fact causes the outcome itself  

- Must be identified & acted upon before start of study by:  

(1) knowledge from previous studies, (2) prior experience with similar data  

- Share similar characteristics to the exposure & commonly associated with primary risk factor  

- Methods of controlling/correcting for potential confounders 

Design stage (before measurements) Analysis stage (after data collection) 

➢ Randomisation→ make groups equal in traits so 

confounder is diluted between the 2 groups 

➢ Restriction→ remove trait (filter for certain subgroups)  

➢ Matching (in case-control study) 

➢ Stratification→ 2 tables of exposure vs. outcome- one 

for each level of confounder 

➢ Statistical modelling→ can adjust for multiple things  

 

Comparing bias & confounding  

- Bias creates association that is NOT true 

- Confounding describes association that IS true, but potentially misleading  

  

Reliability & validity  

- Reliability- tools that measure a given variable accurately & consistently  

o Test-retest reliability- test results are consistent over time by administering same test again  

▪ Stability- consistent answers over time 

o Inter-related reliability- assess degree to which different raters agree in assessment decision 

▪ Reproducibility- different interviewers give same results  

- Validity- does the research measure what it’s supposed to measure 

o Internal validity- results have no confounds- results are correct for the group being studied 

o External validity- can your findings be applied to real-world- can they be generalised?  

o Construct validity- does your test measure what it claims to be measuring  


